The new offices

Technology and computers
New plant for Project 2000 which now has 3200 m2 of covered ﬂoor space
with modern ofﬁces, highly computerised work stations and more efﬁcient
warehouse management

New Plant

dedicated to assembly and right up to the
storage warehouse and shipping department.
In fact, all of the work stations, have a terminal
connected to the internal network where
there are exploded views of all the products.
This way the operator can call up the drawing
or technical information for the article which
is being processed in real time to verify the
production phases or the conformity. The
production oﬃce, which supervises the
production schedules and processes, becomes
an interactive body capable of dialogue with
the workers, oﬀering support and responding
During the month of January 2011, Project

to queries. The introduction of a system with

2000 doubled the floor space of its production

bar codes then allows all of the work phases

plant, transferring part of the machinery, the

of the product to be tracked in real time, right

warehouse and the assembly stations to a

up to shipment. The warehouse has been

new facility, adjacent and connected to the

furnished with equipment to handle the goods

original one. And so the total covered floor

and deposit them quickly on the shelves. This

space went from the original 1500 m2 to 3200

way, with the computer support which logistics

m2. This is an expansion which allowed the

has introduced, Project 2000 has taken a

production flows to be optimised, rationing

considerable step forward in management

the goods handling times and improving

of the warehouse and the outgoing goods.

the production process. At the centre of the

The new site can also count on stylish and

industrialisation project is a cutting-edge

tastefully furnished modern oﬃces. In fact, on

computer system which dialogues with all of

the first floor of the plant there are four oﬃces

the company divisions: from the production

as well as a large and bright meeting room.

oﬃce to the work stations where the metal

The whole floor also overlooks the production

working phases are conducted (laser cutting,

department through a large window.

punching, bending), to the work stations

Project 2000 is certiﬁed
The industrialisation of the production

pass certificate for mass production.

Systems, which has the obligation

of tests and verifications necessary

processes, the careful tests on the

This is a certificate which, in addition

to conduct inspections on every line

to ensure continuity of production

product realised internally by the

to the the obligations relative to

of the production plant in order to

conformity to the approved type.

company (mechanical and functional)

quality tests required by the law,

verify the existence of provisions and

The manufacturer must guarantee

and externally by laboratories for

allows the company itself to approve

procedures aimed at ensuring that the

the existence of procedures intended

the electromagnetic compatibility

its products on an international

mass produced components conform

to ensure an eﬀective control of

(emissions and immunity) as well as

level. Added to this result is an

with the approved type. The same

product conformity to the approved

the consistently growing qualitative

eﬀective check implemented by the

department then must periodically

type based on the requirements set

standards for all the products,

Department of Transport, Navigation

verify upkeep of the measures adopted

by the relevant standards which are

allowed Project 2000 to obtain the

and

and new control plans for execution

in continuous evolution.
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The idea factory

Innovation speaks Italian

Light & Comfort

Quality, reliability, innovation and technology at the base of the success of
Project 2000, leader in production of retractable steps, electric bed lifting
systems and television stands in the recreational vehicle sector

This is a control unit capable of
interfacing with the camper’s lighting
system and it oﬀers an extremely
useful courtesy service. The press of a

Project 2000 is a continuously

drop in orders, but the numbers

button on a remote control (the anti-

expanding Italian company

continue to be satisfactory. On

theft remote or the one for centralised

which has only partly felt

the other hand, production

keyless entry or a specific one provided

the eﬀects of the crisis

of lift system mechanisms

optionally by Project 2000) lights up the

which hit the caravan sector.

for front folding beds in

vehicle for 30 seconds both in the cab

Flexible production and the

semi-integral vehicles has

capability of adapting to the

grown. This is a

changed requirements of the market

tendency

are factors which have allowed the Tuscan

has

brand to develop new ideas and invest in the

which

and the cell. Pressing the button a second
time will open the step and also turn on
the external light. This is an extremely

developed

useful feature when returning to the

quite a bit over the last

camper at night, in the dark, in areas

future. Project 2000 was established in 1995

two years is that we have supported with a

which are not well lit. Light & Comfort

as an individual company and experienced

highly innovative product. In fact, we

also interfaces with the doors (cell and

did not limit ourselves to

constant growth which has brought

cab) and controls timed turning on of the

it today to being a

motorising the classic

lights when a door is opened or closed.

reference point in

pantograph mechanism,

The remote control (optional) allows

the recreational

but we redesigned a

installation of Light & Comfort on any

vehicle

completely new system

type of vehicle, even very old ones, and,

sector

for

production

of

retractable

steps

which

permitted

great

flexibility of installation for outfitters who

(electric,

electronic and manual),
brackets for LCD televisions and
bed height adjustment devices. «In spite

locks and therefore equips the camper

shape. Also, our systems provide fluid, silent and

with centralised keyless entry...cockpit

precise movements in addition to being
components. Our primary

built in steps, we continue

business is also the
production of brackets

a

quantity

for LCD televisions: ceiling

of retractable steps

mount, with rotating base,

- says Davide Nardini,
company owner - Sure,
in the last two years we have seen a

hatches included!

made from reliable and sturdy

to

significant

in the kit, allows motorisation of the door

were able to create folding beds of any size and

of the widespread distribution of
manufacture

thanks to the universal motors included

extractable, wall mount with vertical
movement, flush mount, flush mount with
electric movement».

Company proﬁle
Project 2000 was established in 1995 as
Project 2000 at the Parma show

Project 2000 at the Düsseldorf show

an individual company and experienced
constant growth which has brought
it today to being a reference point
in the recreational vehicle sector
for production of retractable steps
(electric, electronic and manual),
brackets for LCD televisions and bed
height adjustment devices.
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